“Ligabue,
starting when road ends”
The aim is to improve the life of people who
travel, work or live on the vessels and at the
sites we serve, with our welcome, catering and
hospitality solutions, together with economic
and social development of the communities,
regions and countries where we operate.
We have been doing this every day since 1919.
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Ligabue
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Anchored beyond for better care

1919

1930

1945

Ligabue has developed its brand
worldwide by achieving its mission to
enhance the lives of large numbers
of people in different cultures and extreme conditions through high-quality
catering and hospitality services.
All this has recently been summed up
and highlighted in the brand – alongside the “anchor” logo with the motto
“Better care, better living” – in order
to express the Group’s values and
key activities.

MISSION
To improve the life of people
who travel, work or live on the
vessels and at the sites we
serve, with our welcome, catering and hospitality solutions,
together with economic and
social development of the communities, regions and countries
where we operate

VALUES
Customer Orientation
Effectiveness/Ability
to Deliver
Accountability/Commitment
and Integrity
Committed to Safety and
Quality

1960

COMPETENCIES
1970

Global Supply Chain
Integrated Range of Services
Multicultural Skilled Team

1985

International/World
Market Knowledge
A Century of Experience

2017

BRAND PROMISE
“Best (most effective) solution”
and “(quality) care and service”
wherever you are, wherever you
are going

Ligabue track record
Almost 100 years of tradition and innovation

1919-1929
Foundation of
the company
by Anacleto
Ligabue.

Ligabue
offers
on-board
supervision
to kitchen
staff in
addition to
ship supply.

1950s
400 vessels
served
(hotel &
catering
services).

1960s-1970s
1980s
Ligabue’s presence in Iran with
Eni: the world’s
first catering
services company in the oil
sector.
Creation of the
Saudi Arabian
Company-SACE.
Giancarlo
Ligabue is
appointed as
President of the
Group.

Ligabue
expands into
Airline
Catering.

2009-2010

1990s
2003-2006
Creation of
Central Asia
Company for
the oil sector.
Ligabue
expands into
the Cruise
Market.

Expansion into
the Algerian
Market.
Inti Ligabue
joins the
company.
Acquisition of
Arthur Riva
Rotterdam and
Plantours
Kreutzfahrten.

Kashagan
Project contract
awarded.
Leadership of
ferries Catering
in the
Mediterranean.

2012-2018
Inti Ligabue is
appointed as
Chairman and
C.E.O. of the
Group.
Acquisition and
management of
Cruise Ship
Hamburg; Camelot
Barge and Tirrenia
contracts awarded.
Expansion into
South America
(Peru).
Acquisition of
Maas Shipstore in
Rotterdam.

2019
100 years
of Ligabue
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The Ligabue Group
Gourmet cuisine in every corner
of the world, since 1919
The Ligabue Group is a historical player
in the Food Service sector and specialises in services for the maritime and energy industry markets.
It develops Procurement, Catering and Facility Management services (including various integrated solutions, such as Housekeeping and Maintenance), and operates
primarily in the maritime sector, for Cruise
Ships, Ferries, Cargo Ships, and in the Oil
& Gas, Mining and Construction sectors,
on Off Shore platforms and at On Shore
fields in remote areas.
The success story began way back in
1919, when founder Anacleto Ligabue
started his business by supplying food to
Società Veneziana di Navigazione ships
in the port of Venice.
In 1929, Anacleto came up with the
pioneering idea of offering on-board assistance to kitchen staff as well as supplying the ships with food. This marked
the beginning of the ship catering business, which has played such a crucial
role in the company’s further development. Ship owners no longer had to buy
provisions and hire their kitchen staff to
provide meals for passengers and crew
and simply turned to Ligabue, which soon
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became a key partner for leading ship
owners.
By 1940, more than 130 ships were
using Ligabue catering services. In the
50‘s, with the rapid development of the
shipping business, Ligabue provided catering and hotel services to over 400
ships, including cargo ships, ferry boats,
transatlantic passenger and cruise ships.
A new business area was added in 1963
for the supply of catering and hotel services to worksites, oil fields and offshore drilling platforms. This was the beginning of an
important partnership with the ENI Group
and other international oil and construction companies around the world. Ligabue
became the leading caterer for industry.

Between 1980 and 1990, the Cruise
Ship Division was created and partnerships with leading Italian ferry groups,
with over 50 ships, were strengthened.
International operations have been expanding since 2000, with the opening of
branches in the Middle East, North Africa
and Western and Central Asia to better
develop the strategic On & Off Shore
business area.
Now in its third generation, with the entry
of Inti Ligabue as CEO and Chairman,
the Company is close to celebrating 100
years of activity.

In 1970, under the guidance of Giancarlo
Ligabue, the Group also began supplying
meals to flights departing from Venice
Airport, in this way enabling rapid growth
in the airplane and airport catering sectors as well.
When Giancarlo Ligabue took over as
company chairman in 1972, the Group
extended its airport services to other
Italian airports, managing bars, restaurants, stores and duty free shops.
In 1973, Giancarlo Ligabue, a keen
scholar and scientist, set up the Centro Studi Ricerche Ligabue (The Ligabue
Study and Research Centre), a non-profit
association which seeks to study the origins of human life, with special focus on
the culture of food.
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“Better Care”
Healthy Program

The project has the following objectives:
> Use a wide variety of products, recipes
and menus, tested to stimulate maximum satisfaction and enjoyment and to
provide the correct energy and nutritional
intake required by different professional
categories of the various industrial activities, also taking climatic, environmental
and psychological factors into account;

Ligabue promotes a healthy and well-balanced
Mediterranean diet which contributes towards
improving people’s lifestyle during their working
activities as well
In partnership with its most important
customers and the leading Italian nutrition institutes, Ligabue promotes and applies a program of well-being for a correct
and well-balanced diet, suitable for everyone and all workplaces, as well as focusing on the local traditions and cultures
in the places where the Group operates,
with strong emphasis on quality, conservation and handling of food.

Sweets exceptionally

Butter, oil and cream
as alternatives
and in small doses

Milk and dairy products
at every meal

Cooked vegetables
once a day

Meat, fish, eggs
once a day

Fresh fruit and
raw vegetables
at every meal

Pulses and potatoes
once a day
Water
throughout
the day

Pasta and bread
once a day

Daily physical activity, proper hydration and body weight control

The Study and Research Centre was already a pioneer in this ﬁeld in 1988, with
the Antarctic project on diet in a remote
environment, developed together with the
E.N.E.A.; the focus is now on the Group’s
industrial activities – and therefore once
again at remote sites and in extreme conditions – but a more systematic
approach is now adopted, applying more innovative programmes
and protocols in terms of daily
needs, safe traceability and handling of foods, always placing human wellbeing at the centre of
everything.

> Create and encourage a healthy approach to diet which becomes a lifestyle
choice, without restrictions or obligations, emphasising the importance of
the different ethnic traditions and cultures, but also focusing attention on delicious Mediterranean cuisine;
> Create a culture of “wellbeing”, partly
through improvement of working, recreational and communal living areas, making them welcoming and pleasant and
guaranteeing the maximum standards of
safety and hygiene.
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Ligabue
Human Resources and
Quality Assurance

Human resources
Here at Ligabue, we believe that our
strength and the secret of our success
lies in each person. People are an essential and fundamental element of all our
activities, and through their dedication we
can achieve our business goals and sustain the creation of value over time.
We work to improve people’s lives through
our excellent Supply, Catering and Hospitality service, and we start with our own
employees, through the development of
their personal and professional competencies and by creating a work environment in which people can identify and
fulfil their potential.
We promote values like honesty, integrity, respect and diversity. We work in an
international environment and diversity for
Ligabue is an asset and a day to day business that we support by attracting talent
from all kinds of backgrounds, experiences
and orientations and encouraging mobility
and international development; our working environment offers everyone the same
opportunities, based on merit and without
any form of discrimination, with a strong
focus on local content and sustainability.

develop both personal and professional
skills, through classroom and e-learning
programs and on the job training, thereby
creating a “learning organization”.
We work and we do it safely, every time
and everywhere. Safety is our top priority every day, and we work constantly in
promoting Ligabue safety culture through
sound policies, standards and dedicated
training programs.
We look constantly to people ready to
commit to our culture, values and passion, and therefore ready to contribute to
and share in our success!

Hygiene and food safety
Ligabue services are provided in accordance with the strictest international health
and safety criteria for food storage, preservation, production and handling.
Aware of the absolute importance of the
quality of the products and services supplied, Ligabue constantly strives to maintain and improve total quality through various actions, such as certification of the
quality system according to the requirements of UNI EN ISO 9001 and certification of the food safety management system according to ISO 22000. To reduce
our environmental footprint, Ligabue has
acquired ISO 140001 Certification.
The Ligabue Group is insured against all ordinary and extraordinary events with leading insurance companies.

We hire, keep, train and develop our
people. We provide consistent and effective leadership and technical training, to
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Where we are
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OFFICES

Wherever You Go, there we Are

Venice (Italy)

Lugano (Switzerland)

HEADQUARTERS

INDUSTRIAL & CRUISE
ACTIVITIES MANAGEMENT

Russian Federation

Europe

America

Asia

Holland
Germany
Ukraine

USA

Spain

Turkey
Algeria

Mauritania

Egypt

Africa

Kazakhstan

Iran
Kuwait

Saudi Arabia

United Arab Emirates

Nigeria
Congo

Peru

Brazil

Indonesia
Angola

Oceania

Mozambique

Operating Companies
Branches
Commercial Partners

Ligabue Group
Divisions
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FACTS & FIGURES

Revenues (in million/Euro)
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018exp
225 265 264 280 over 320

7,240 EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE
14 COUNTRIES
40 MILLION MEALS PER YEAR
300 VESSELS MANAGED
32 PLATFORMS
115 REMOTE SITES
6,000 VESSELS SUPPLIED ANNUALLY
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SHIP SUPPLY DIVISION

Ship Supply
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A worldwide logistics and commercial network
Ship supply, a service as old as shipping
itself, now uses the latest, most effective logistics techniques.
With almost 100 years of experience and
tradition, Ligabue is a world renowned
leader in this field.

Ligabue can meet the needs of any kind
of ship in any port in the world, thanks to
its well-established operating techniques
and logistics platforms in the Mediterranean area and ARA region (AmsterdamRotterdam-Antwerp), and its worldwide
network of business partners.

Ligabue Ship Supply can meet the demands of even the most important international operators in the Cargo, Cruise
and Ferries sectors, while also supporting On and Off shore catering activities
and large-scale dining activities.

Ligabue Strengths

Benefits for the Client

Pioneer in the sector

Just in time problem solving

Excellent selection and wide
assortment of products

Storage, handing and logistics

2

CUSTOM WAREHOUSES IN EUROPE

150

COMMERCIAL PARTNERS WORLDWIDE

Strong purchasing power

One operator and point of
contact

2 custom warehouses

One invoice

VESSEL SUPPLIED ANNUALLY

World-wide network of business
partners

Competitive prices

12,000

On-time quality service
North Mediterranean &
ARA region supply coverage

Less complexity

6,000

2
m
TOTAL STORAGE AREA

Less bureaucracy
Door-to-door solution

Product traceability

Figures updated to March 2019

The Ship Supply Division enjoys the
trust of the world’s major ship owners
and oil companies.

MORE FOCUS & BETTER RESULTS
Ship Supply
Service

• Storage, handling
and logistics

• Direct delivery on board
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CARGO DIVISION

Cargo Ships
On-board supplies for
long-distance crews
On-board supplies for long-distance crews of
cargo ships, tankers and merchant vessels:
in the maritime transport sector, where
vessels are getting larger and crews are
getting smaller, Ligabue expertise becomes even more important.
The tried and tested Ligabue Catering System guarantees the distinctive quality and
convenience of a world leader.
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Ligabue Strengths

Benefits for the Client

Inventor of the service in the
1920s, with a long tradition of
success as one of the bestknown operators

Less complexity

Wide-reaching deliveries to all
ports, large, small or remote

One operator and point
of contact

Focus on quality and constant
attention to different cultures

Competitive prices

220

CARGO SHIPS

1.4 million

Less bureaucracy

MEALS SERVED PER YEAR

One invoice

4

On board food consumption
management

OPERATIONS MANAGERS

120

COMMERCIAL PARTNERS
Figures updated to March 2019

Global Supply chain

MORE FOCUS & BETTER RESULTS

Supply Chain
Management

• Daily rate
• Targeted food cost
management
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INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

On Shore REMOTE SITES
High-quality catering and hospitality
for workers in extreme conditions
The energy business and large-scale
infrastructure construction sector is a
huge, ever growing market.
Compliance with quality and health &
safety standards is mandatory for international companies operating in these
sectors. Ligabue is also a provider of
high-quality services in extreme conditions: canteens, self-service restaurants, bar facilities, housekeeping and
utility services.

The on shore remote sites are situated
in areas where large companies construct and manage the structures required for operations in oil fields, mines
and quarries or are involved in the creation of major infrastructures (e.g. motorways and railways).
Thanks to its specialised services and
expert staff, Ligabue aims to make the
people working in these conditions feel
almost as if they were at home.
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Ligabue Strengths
Pioneer in the sector with long
experience and collaboration
with major oil groups
(e.g. ENI, Saipem)
Own subsidiaries in the main
working areas
Highly-specialised
international personnel
Staff training focused on
hygiene and service quality
ISO and Total Quality
Management certification

115

Benefits for the Client

MINING CAMPS AND
CONSTRUCTION SITES

Less complexity

5,913

Less bureaucracy

EMPLOYEES

14

One invoice
One operator and point
of contact

COUNTRIES

Figures updated to March 2018

Competitive prices
Turnkey service provided
Better economics and finance
Better morale

Great flexibility in adapting
to even the most extreme
conditions
Capacity to manage full
service contracts with a
reliable technical partners
network
Operational effectiveness

Sustainability and “local content”
Ligabue works in difficult conditions in remote areas. In many cases, the company
adopts a policy of ‘local content’, i.e. using local human resources and products
in order to contribute to the development
of the host country’s economy.
Ligabue On Shore operates in:
Algeria, Kazakhstan, Saudi Arabia, Angola, Congo, Nigeria, Mozambique, Russian Federation.

Catering and Facility
Management Service

• Canteens, self-service
restaurants and bars

• Housekeeping

- Laundry and ironing services
- Cleaning

• Utilities (shopping centres,
leisure activities, etc.) for
employees

• Technical and sanitary
assistance

MORE FOCUS & BETTER RESULTS

• Maintenance
• Cleaning and hygiene service
• Waste disposal
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INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

Off Shore REMOTE SITES
Great experience and collaboration
with major oil companies
The off shore remote sites are energy
industry structures situated at sea (both
fixed and mobile oil rigs).
In this case as well, Ligabue is a leading
player thanks to its long experience and
collaboration with major groups operating
in the oil business (ENI, Saipem, Exxon,
Transocean, Chevron, Daewoo).
As a strategic partner for companies operating in tough conditions, Ligabue offers
an all-round formula for the management
of catering and hospitality services.
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Ligabue Strengths
Pioneer in the sector with long
experience and collaboration
with major oil groups
(e.g. ENI, Saipem)
Own subsidiaries in the main
working areas
Highly-specialised international
personnel
Staff training focused on
hygiene and service quality
ISO and Total Quality
Management certification

32

Benefits for the Client

OFF SHORE PLATFORMS

678

Less complexity

EMPLOYEES

Less bureaucracy
One invoice

Figures updated to March 2019

One operator and point of
contact

Catering and
Housekeeping

Competitive prices
Turnkey service provided
Better economics and finance

• Full services formula
• Canteen and self-service

Better morale

Great flexibility in adapting
to even the most extreme
conditions
Capacity to manage full
service contracts with a
reliable technical partners
network
Global supply chain

MORE FOCUS & BETTER RESULTS

Highly specialised
international personnel
“The right person in the right place.”
Team work is essential in meeting customer requirements while paying due
care to the local environment. All the
members of the team are highly specialised in their assigned jobs and speak
several languages fluently. They will
come up with fast solutions even in the
most difficult situations.
Ligabue Off Shore operates in:
Nigeria, Congo, Angola, Indonesia, the
Mediterranean, the Baltic, Norway, the
North Sea, the Caspian Sea, Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf.

restaurants

• Convenience store
• Housekeeping

- Laundry and ironing
		 services
- Cleaning

• Technical and sanitary
assistance

• Waste disposal optimization
• Pest control
• Recreation
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FERRIES DIVISION

Ferries
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Consumer satisfaction with the maximum
profitability on board and on land
The ferries and port business has been
growing rapidly in recent years. Ligabue’s
long-standing presence and experience in
the business lets the Group offer a wide
array of vitally important services, which
vary according to the length of crossing
and ship size.

Optimum planning, definition and management of on-board catering and retail
activities focused on total customer satisfaction ensure the highest turnover and
profitability, all in close co-operation with
ship owners.

Ligabue Strengths

Benefits for the Client

Pioneer in the sector

Less complexity

High Volume Purchase

Less bureaucracy

Skilled Team for on-board
Services

Higher revenues

Planning and implementation
of optimal restaurant & shop
concepts according to the
needs of ship owners

SHIPS MANAGED

TERMINAL

BARS & PIZZA POINTS

Reliable partner in cash
management

Focus on turnover optimization
and consumer satisfaction
Expert sales managers and
cuisine specialists

MORE FOCUS & BETTER RESULTS

46
1
115
23
33
24
2.3 million

RESTAURANTS

Supply Chains &
Sales Supervision

SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS

SHOPS

• Restaurants
• Cafeterias & pizza point bars
• Self service restaurants
• Shops
• Catering for crews
• Engineering and design

MEALS SERVED PER YEAR

190

EMPLOYEES

Figures updated to March 2019

department dedicated to the
design of optimal technical
layout
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CRUISE DIVISION

Seagoing Vessels
The Ligabue gourmet
cruise experience
Excellent cuisine is a fundamental ingredient for a successful cruise.
Choosing Ligabue means choosing a
top partner fully committed to satisfying
cruise guests and building their loyalty towards the cruise organiser.
On the strength of its long tradition and
expertise, Ligabue is a specialist in topquality catering and hotel services on
cruise ships.
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Ligabue Strengths
Pioneer in the sector

Benefits for the Client
Less bureaucracy

Global Supply Chain

More focus on core business

Long experience in the
international cruise business

Better economics and finance

Excellent personnel
management with continuous
on-the-job training
Meticulous care over quality,
hygiene standards and
efficiency

One operator and point of
contact

3
1.9

SHIPS MANAGED

million

MEALS SERVED PER YEAR

280

EMPLOYEES

Figures updated to March 2019

Competitive prices
Less complexity

Expert professional support
of on-board staff with expert
sales managers and cuisine
specialists

MORE FOCUS & BETTER RESULTS

Full Hotel
Services Formula

•Engineering and design

department dedicated to layout
optimization

•Purser’s office and reception
•Total management of:
- Gourmet restaurants,
		 with focus on
		 Mediterranean cuisine
- Lounge bars

•Housekeeping

- Laundry and ironing
		 services
- Cleaning
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CRUISE DIVISION

River Vessels
Customer-oriented service
Ligabue’s approach is to understand fully
individual customers’ needs, requests or
even simply their wishes, so as to develop
a unique, tailor-made service, based on
the highest standards possible.
Ligabue strives to pursue excellence and
takes the greatest care over providing the
best products and services in the knowledge that success for the customer also
means success for Ligabue.
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Ligabue Strengths

Benefits for the Client

Pioneer in the sector

Less bureaucracy

Global Supply Chain

More focus on core business

Long experience in the
international cruise business

Better economics and finance

Excellent personnel
management with continuous
on-the-job training
Meticulous care over quality,
hygiene standards and
efficiency

One operator and point of
contact

5
660,000

VESSELS MANAGED

MEALS SERVED PER YEAR

6

EMPLOYEES

Figures updated to March 2019

Competitive prices
Less complexity

Expert professional support
of on-board staff with expert
sales managers and cuisine
specialists

MORE FOCUS & BETTER RESULTS

Full Hotel
Services Formula

• Engineering and design

department dedicated to layout
optimization

• Purser’s office and reception
• Total management of:

- Gourmet restaurants,
		 with focus on Mediterranean
		 cuisine
- Lounge bars

• Housekeeping

- Laundry and ironing
services
- Cleaning
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Who we work with

Worldwide:
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“Gain knowledge and share it” is the formula that emphasises the commitment
of the past few decades. In 2000, the Ligabue Study Centre received the Unesco
award in Paris for popularising science:
70 documentaries produced, more than
forty edited volumes and publishing of
the biannual Ligabue Magazine, as well
as scientific and cultural contacts and exchanges (and lending of valuable objects)
with around ten Italian museums.

The transition from Study Centre to Foundation took place in 2015, through the
launch of “The World that Wasn’t There”
exhibit at the Florence archaeological museum (September 2015, March 2016),
with a unique selection of Pre-Columbian
artworks from the Ligabue Collection. The
show was realized with the support of the
Superintendency of Florence and it also
travelled to Rovereto, for the 2016 Festival of Archeological Cinema.
Today, “The World that Wasn’t There” is
currently hosted within the magnificent
rooms of Palazzo Loredan, The Veneto
Institute of Science Literature and Arts,
which together with Venice University and
other prestigious cultural centers, it helps
strengthening the cultural commitment of
the Ligabue Foundation.
In 2017, The Veneto Institute of Science
Literature and Arts had already welcomed
“Before the Alphabeth” (January - April
2017), which gained a great public and
critical success, thanks to the outstanding finds from the Ancient Near East belonging to the Ligabue Collection.
From the Pre-Columbian artworks now on
display, we will soon engage on a journey
through time and space: Palazzo Loredan

will welcome a third unique exhibit “Idols:
Anthropomorphic figures from Iberia to
the Indus. 4000 - 2000” (September
2018 - January 2019).

135
5
5
70,000
70
55
MISSIONS IN

EXHIBITIONS

PHOTOS

FILMS

BOOKS

Figures updated to March 2018

CONTINENTS

Ligabue Magazine
The pleasure of reading about the world and
humankind in almost seventy issues
“The magazine for people who travel the
world”. This is the motto that, since 1982,
has accompanied each release of Ligabue
Magazine, a publication directed at those
who are curious about and interested in humankind and the planet that sustains us.
The magazine has undergone changes over
the years, with enhanced text, images and
graphics, but it still retains its original spirit.
Two issues each year, over 240 pages in Italian and English – distributed by subscription:
website www.ligabuemagazine.it
which have become collector’s items and
a library of anthropology, palaeontology,
archaeology, biology and culture.
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